ABSTRACT: Hurricane Harvey was a Category 4 hurricane on the Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) water level gages documented 1.1 m of water level elevation over predicted tide in Freeport, Texas, on 25–26 August 2017. The NOAA wave buoy 42019 offshore of Freeport documented wave heights > 7 m. A reconnaissance team of the Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER) Association visited Surfside, Texas, on 3 September 2017. While no significant damage to infrastructure was observed, the GEER team identified a significant scour runnel parallel to the Surfside seawall. The purpose of this article is to present the detailed observations of the scour runnel parallel to the Surfside seawall during Hurricane Harvey (2017). The sloped seawall is separating a shore-parallel street from the beach and is composed of angular boulders of approximately 30-50 cm in diameter. The observed runnel represented a depression of up to ~0.3 m in depth and ~4 m in width. It maintained mostly a distance of 0.5 m from the visible toe of the seawall. Boulders seemed particularly misplaced where the runnel approached the seawall. Sediments at Surfside Beach, Texas, are predominantly clean sands. During a second site visit by the members of the initial team in May 2018, no runnel was observed.
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INTRODUCTION

Scour at seawalls is a well-known risk for coastal communities relying on the protection from ocean waves by a seawall (CIRIA 1986). Seawall damages in response to scour include loss of fill material, collapse, and breaching (Powell 1987). Sumer and Fredsoe (2002) list different scenarios impacting the mechanics of scour at a seawall. They distinguish between 2-D scenarios (waves break in front of seawall; waves break on seawall; waves are reflected without breaking; waves overtop seawall), and 3-D scenarios considering obliquely incident waves with generation of longshore currents or steady streaming and potential longshore currents generated by tides. Factors governing the development of scour are the location (i.e., water depth) and the type of seawall (e.g., vertical or sloped rubble-mound), wave breaking, sediment properties, and wave-seabed interaction (i.e., wave boundary layer mechanics). With regard to the latter, the wave loading may also induce soil liquefaction that may result in an increased erodibility of sediments (Kramer 1988; Tsai 1995; Sumer and Fredsoe 2002; Whitehouse 2006).

Most studies associated with scour at seawalls are based on laboratory experiments (e.g., Fowler 1992, Sumer and Fredsoe 2000, Figlus et al. 2011). Few documented case studies and field observations are currently available in the literature.
Particularly, observations after severe storm events are rare, in part due to the ephemeral nature of the scour feature, highlighting the need for immediate reconnaissance after (or even during) the storm event to document scour prior to infilling when the hydrodynamic conditions have calmed down. More recent examples associated with scour in front of a buried seawall in New Jersey during Hurricane Sandy (Nederhoff et al. 2015), or associated with the Gold Coast seawall, Australia (Tomlinson et al. 2016), have been documented. Nevertheless, more observations after extreme events are needed to better understand infrastructure response to scour formation.

Studies on scour at seawalls are reported in the literature, including Herbich and Ko (1968), Kraus and McDougal (1996), Tsai et al. (2009), and Carley et al. (2015). Most studies aim for the development of methods and expressions for scour prediction and simulation. For example, Fowler (1992) proposed an expression (Equation 1) to predict scour depth $S$ in front of a vertical seawall. Fowler (1992) related the dimensionless ratio of scour depth and significant wave height $H_0$ to the water depth at the wall $h_w$, and the deep-water wave length $L_0$ from empirical testing (Fig. 1):

$$\frac{S}{H_0} = \left(22.75 \frac{h_w}{L_0} + 0.25\right)^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

Figure 1 introduces the general parameters used. In that regard, the significant wave height $H_0$ can be approximated as the mean of the highest third of the measured wave heights $H$. The deep water wave length $L_0$ represents the wave length $L$ far enough offshore where water depths are deep enough that the wave shape and characteristics (including length) are not impacted by interaction with the seabed. Sediment properties are not considered in this expression. Later, McDougall et al. (1996) derived an expression (Equation 2) including grain size $d$ (or an available and suitable representation, if applicable, such as median grain size) and beach slope $m$ from numerical simulations:

$$\frac{S}{H_0} = 0.41 m^{0.85} \left(\frac{L_0}{H_0}\right)^{0.2} \left(\frac{h_w}{h_0}\right)^{0.25} \left(\frac{H_0}{d}\right)^{0.33}$$

Equations 1 and 2 were developed for breaking waves and vertical seawalls. For sloping rubble-mound seawalls, scour is expected to be less significant for the same wave conditions. This results from the sloping seawall face, as well as from porosity of the seawall (Sumer and Fredsoe 2002). For larger water depths in which waves may not break, but are reflected from the seawall, scour is reduced with increasing water depths relative to the wave length. Wave overtopping may also lead to a significant scour at the toe of the seawall resulting from the jet and turbulence of the backflow. However, Figlus et al. (2011) demonstrated that overtopping and overwash can in some cases also reduce scour. Another aspect that may increase the scour is longshore currents that may be superimposed to the waves, or may be generated by obliquely incident waves (Sumer and Fredsoe 2002).

Hurricane Harvey was a Category 4 hurricane on the Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) water level gages documented 1.1 m of water level elevation over predicted tide in Freeport, Texas.
on 25 – 26 August 2017. The NOAA wave buoy 42019 offshore off Freeport documented wave heights > 7 m. A team from the Geotechnical Extreme Events Reconnaissance (GEER) Association visited Surfside Beach, Texas, on 3 September 2017 at around 20:00 UTC, approximately 8 days and 17 hours after Hurricane Harvey’s first landfall near Rockport, Texas (about 200 km southwest of Surfside Beach). Hurricane and Tropical Storm warnings continued through 31 August 2017 for the Surfside Beach area. The team visited an approximately 0.75 km long stretch of Surfside Beach reaching from N28°56'46.22“ W95°17'34.97” and, observed a ridge-runnel formation in front of the Surfside Beach’s sloped rubble-mound seawall (Stark et al. 2017). Local residents confirmed that this beach morphology formed during Hurricane Harvey. Furthermore, dislocated boulders were found that may also have shifted in response to wave forcing and/or sediment erosion. Members of the same team revisited the location on 9 May 2018 and found no ridge-runnel formation.

This article presents observations and an associated limited analysis of scour at the sloped rubble-mound seawall in Surfside Beach, Texas, during Hurricane Harvey, following the site reconnaissance by the GEER Hurricane Harvey South team (Stark et al. 2017). The observations were discussed in the context of two simple and conservative expressions by Fowler (1992) and McDougall et al. (1996) to estimate scour in front of a vertical seawall with breaking waves, as well as a simple approach by Sumer and Fredsoe (2000) for sloped rubble mound seawalls. This represents a unique case study of scour observations in front of a sloped rubble-mound seawall during a Category 4 (Saffir-Simpson scale) hurricane. A brief background on the local geology and oceanographic conditions relevant for sediment transport processes, as well as on the construction activities associated with Surfside Beach’s seawall, are provided in the next section

REGIONAL CONTEXT

This section provides a brief background on the local geology and oceanographic conditions relevant for sediment transport processes, as well as on the remedial activities associated with Surfside Beach’s seawall. Surfside Beach (Fig. 2) is located in Brazoria County, fringes the Gulf of Mexico, and is home to a population of about 500 people. Prior to the Brazos River diversion by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1929, the Brazos Delta was located adjacent to the study site to the West (Seelig and Sorensen 1973). The old delta was about 30-35 km² in area, and extended to a water depth of about 20 m. The delta was asymmetric to the West, and has been significantly reworked by currents and waves (Rodriguez et al. 2000). Sediment cores collected prior to the 1992 flood event showed that the old Brazos delta area features a surficial layer of shoreface sands interbedded with mud and muddy sands. Rodriguez et al. (2000) described the sands as well-matured with rounded to subrounded, well-sorted particles with grain sizes ranging from about 0.08-0.1 mm and scattered shell fragments. This surface layer is underlain by clayey prodelta sediments and pleistocene clay (Rodriguez et al. 2000).

Snedden et al. (1988) investigated the transport mechanisms of the thin surficial sand layers on the central Texas shelf. During fair-weather conditions, they observed near-bottom flow velocities of 0.1-0.2 m/s at water depths of ~ 12 m, and deep water waves of up to ~ 1 m with wave periods of 5-6 s. They concluded that those flow conditions did not exceed thresholds for sand transport during most of the fair-weather times. If the threshold was exceeded, onshore-directed and longshore sediment transport were most likely. During storm conditions, near-bottom and nearshore current speeds were in excess of 40 cm/s, and offshore wave conditions featured wave heights of 2 m with 9 s wave periods (Snedden et al. 1988). During Hurricane Andrew in 1992, significant wave heights of ~ 9 m were recorded offshore of Corpus Christi, Texas, but did not exceed 1.5 m off Freeport (DiMarco et al. 1995). During Tropical Storm Bill in 2015, significant wave heights of almost 2 m, near-bottom current velocities of up to approximately 35 cm/s, and peak suspended sediment concentrations of 8.56 g/l with offshore directed sediment transport were reported in the region (Frost 2015).

Watson (2003) concluded that Surfside Beach was experiencing significant and increasing erosion associated with construction activities and diversion of the Brazos River and ongoing developments of long jetties and a deep channel for the Freeport Harbor entrance. The same author also highlighted that the areas provided little sediment sources to sustain frequent beach nourishment. Additionally, groundwater extraction and associated subsidence were identified as a cause of shoreline retreat. Watson (2003) concluded that beach erosion at Surfside Beach could only be significantly reduced by continuing beach nourishments and/or armorering of the shoreline with a seawall. In August 2007, a final environmental assessment of the “Surfside Beach Shoreline Protection Project” was prepared by TCB Inc. in Austin, Texas, for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), proposing a revetment for Surfside Beach. In 2008, the revetment or sloped rubble-mound seawall was constructed along Beach Drive just prior to Hurricane Ike. During Hurricane Ike, the seawall experienced severe damage according to Coast & Harbor Engineering (http://www.coastharboreng.com), leading to further assessment, repair,
and enhancement of the structure as well as beach nourishment with ~ 140,000 cubic yards of sand in 2011 (TXGLO 2019). The repairs and enhancement included replacement of the existing armor stone along the crest by granite stone blocks, and reinforcement of the structure slope by placement of the previous crest stones. More details on this can be found in Connor et al. (2017).

Figure 2. Google Earth images (Google Earth 2018) of Surfside Beach, TX, in the context of the Gulf of Mexico (left) and in the context of the Freeport region (right).

RESULTS

The following types of data were analyzed for this study: metocean data from public sources, observations by the GEER team, sediment samples collected by the GEER team, and high-resolution pan-sharpened satellite imagery. The data are organized in respective sections.

Weather and Hydrodynamic Conditions

Hurricane Harvey made landfall east of Rockport, Texas, on 25 August 2018, (yearday 237; i.e., day 237 of the year) with estimated sustained wind speeds of about 60 m/s (Blake and Zelinsky 2018). Figure 3 shows the wind data collected at NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) station FPST2 (8772471) close to Freeport. Wind speeds approximately two weeks before and after Hurricane Harvey’s landfall in Texas ranged from phases of approximately 3 m/s to about 8 m/s, and increased rapidly with the approach of Hurricane Harvey. No wind speeds were measured during the hurricane impact on this area and at this station. However, the wind direction developed from approximately 80° (approximately from the East) to approximately 180° (from the South) from yearday 237-246. Wind speeds stabilized to mostly < 5 m/s on yearday 243.

Measured water levels matched the tidal predictions reasonably well up to yearday 236 (Fig. 4). Neap tide conditions with water elevation fluctuating from about 0.2-0.45 m from mean lower low water were predicted for yeardays 236-238. However, the water levels reached up to about 1.3 m on yearday 237 and up to 1 m until yearday 242. Water levels were measured ~ 0.2 m lower than predicted values on yeardays 243-244 before approaching predicted values again. Another phase of elevated water levels in the same month was observed from yearday 251-255 with a water levels being elevated by about 0.3 m
compared to the predicted values. The station is located in the Freeport port entrance in a small embayment on the Surfside Beach side. Effects of the embayment and entrance morphology on the measurements in comparison to the open ocean front of Surfside Beach must be considered.

Figure 3. Recordings of wind speed (m/s) and wind direction (degrees from true North) from NOAA station FPST2 (8772471) close to Freeport, Texas, (28.936°N 95.294°W) from 16 August (yearday 228) to 15 September 2017 (yearday 258; landfall of Hurricane Harvey close to Rockport occurred on yearday 237).

Figure 4. Measured (blue) and predicted (orange) water levels at NOAA station 8772447 close to Freeport, Texas, (28.943°N 95.302°W) from 16 August 2017 (yearday 228) to 15 September 2017 (yearday 258). The water levels are displayed in relation to mean lower low water (average of the lower low water height observed over the U.S. National Tidal Datum Epoch (NOAA 2019).
Wave data were collected at NOAA station 42019 (LLNR 1205), being located 60 nautical miles south of Freeport at a water depth of ~ 82 m (Fig. 5). The measured values can be considered deep-water conditions. Wave heights were generally low in the investigated month with significant offshore wave heights mostly < 2 m, and wave periods ~ 5.5 s. On yearday 238, significant wave heights of ~ 7m with dominant wave periods of ~ 11 s were recorded, followed by significant wave heights of 2-4 m with dominant wave periods of 7-9 s until yearday 243. Waves came mostly from the South (~ 180°) during the event, and turned to the opposite direction toward the end of the wave event.

![Figure 5. Significant wave heights (top panel), dominant wave periods (center panel), and wave direction (bottom panel) at NOAA station 42019 south of Freeport, Texas, (28.907°N 95.359°W) from 16 August 2017 (yearday 228) to 15 September 2017 (yearday 258).](image)

**GEER Team Observations**

Members of the GEER team visited Surfside Beach on yearday 246 at approximately 20:00 UTC (Stark et al. 2017). At the time of the visit, the beach was again utilized by tourists and local residents. Minor observable damage to the seawall or infrastructure was documented by the GEER team, which is in line with assessments and opinions of local residents. However, a well-formed runnel of about 20-40 cm depth had formed approximately seawall-parallel (Figs. 6 and 7). Local residents confirmed that this runnel had formed during Hurricane Harvey. The runnel was fringed by rather sharp edges with the offshore directed edge being overall less steep than the onshore directed edge. The runnel width varied from about 1.5-4 m. The narrower sections were typically closer to the seawall toe (Fig. 6 lower left). In some sections, the onshore edge of the runnel was located at a distance about 2-3 m from the toe of the seawall. In these cases, the beach between the runnel and the seawall toe appeared fairly steep (Fig. 6 lower right). Dislocated boulders from the seawall were found, and seemed to be predominantly co-located with sections where the runnel approached the seawall toe (Fig. 6 left). Offshore of the runnel, a rather flat ridge of about 15-25 m width was observed (Fig. 6 right). The slope of this ridge was clearly flatter than the slope of the beach between the runnel and the seawall (if present).
Small waves approached the beach at the time of the visit (Fig. 7 right). Offshore significant wave heights on that day were less than 0.5 m (Fig. 4). These small waves were visibly breaking at the offshore side of the flat ridge (Fig. 6 right) with a
swash bore running over the ridge and into the runnel (Fig. 6 right, Fig. 7). Wave reflection within the runnel seemed apparent, and little to no swash was observed at the onshore runnel edge (Figs. 6 and 7).

At the offshore runnel edge, a significant amount of sediment transport was observed, and recorded in an underwater video. Sand was mobilized from the edge and carried into the runnel, likely actively infilling the runnel, and decreasing the height of the ridge. This observation was also expressed in a sediment cloud and murkiness of water at the offshore runnel edge in Figure 6 (lower right).

A conceptual sketch of observations is provided in Figure 8. Overall, the runnel appeared to have formed through scour, which was driven by breaking or reflected waves from the seawall. It should be mentioned that the tidal level at the time of the observations was approximately 0.4 m above mean lower low water based on NOAA gage 8772447. This means that during Hurricane Harvey local water levels may have been up to 90 cm higher, submerging the beach entirely.

During a second site visit by members of the initial team in May 2018, no runnel was observed. However, displaced boulders were still visible, and an overall sediment accumulation was noted.

Sediment Sampling

The GEER team collected three disturbed and surficial sediment samples at Surfside Beach on yearday 246. Samples were collected using a small shovel and were deposited in sample bags. The respective samples represent locations on the beach, the runnel, and the ridge. No significant differences in sediment type were observed between the samples. Overall, the sediment samples exhibited a median grain size of $d_{50} = 0.2$ mm with 99.8% of sand content. The coefficient of curvature $C_c$ equalled 1.07, and the coefficient of uniformity $C_u$ equalled 2.1. According to the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) the sediment classifies as poorly graded sand (SP). After the Wentworth (1922) scale, the sediment classifies as fine sand.

The samples were remolded in the soil erosion laboratory at Texas A&M University. The samples were compacted in three equal layers in Shelby Tubes using a standard compaction hammer to achieve a minimum of 18 kN/m$^3$ total unit weight. Erosion Function Apparatus (EFA) tests were performed on each of the samples to investigate the erodibility of the material following the procedure outlined in Briaud (2001) and Briaud et al. (2017). The EFA measures the relationship between the erosion rate, water velocity, and hydraulic shear stress at the soil-water interface. Erosion rate was measured in terms of mm of sample height per hour for flow velocities of 0.306 m/s, 0.438 m/s, and 0.691 m/s, corresponding to shear stresses of 0.339 Pa, 0.672 Pa, and 1.55 Pa, respectively. Results for all three samples are shown in Figure 9, classifying the samples at the border of very highly erodible to highly erodible.

Satellite Imagery

Satellite imagery was obtained from Google Earth from 21 November 2015, 22 January 2017, and 21 March 2018 (Fig. 10). All of these dates are well prior to or post Hurricane Harvey and, therefore, represent conditions mostly unrelated to Hurricane Harvey. Even conditions in March 2018 are likely minorly affected by Hurricane Harvey, as no major damage to the seawall, significant net erosion, or major effects on local geomorphology can be identified in the image. The purpose of the presentation of these images is to provide a brief insight into general conditions at the site. In November 2015, wave action is present and visible. According to NOAA, offshore significant wave heights reached 0.8-3 m on the day of the image, with
a significant wave height of about 1.1 m at the time of the image. Crest-to-crest distances and wave lengths of the approaching waves were about 20 m from the satellite image. The width of a visible beach varied from about 0-18 m in front of the seawall and in the area of interest (Fig. 10). Wave breaking appears most prominent at the shoreline with the second line of waves breaking at a distance of ~ 85 m from the seawall. On 22 January 2017, wave conditions were calm.

A runnel system is clearly visible with beach widths from less than 2 m to 30 m, and associated variations in the position of the runnel. The runnel width varied similarly to the development of the runnel from less than a meter to about 10 m. It should be noted that wave conditions were overall rather energetic in this month, despite calm conditions at the time of the image. On 21 March 2018, waves were more visible in the image again, having crest-to-crest wave lengths of about 15 m in the area of interest in the image. The beach width reached from 5-20 m, and some wave breaking is visible at the shoreline, while dominant wave breaking occurred at a distance of ~ 60 m from the shoreline. It should be noted that water levels varied for the imagery. On 21 November 2015, water levels were about 0.75 m above mean lower low water at NOAA gage 8772447 at approximately noon local time (being a typical time for optical satellite imagery), and were about 30 cm higher than the predicted tide. On 22 January 2017 at noon local time, the actual water level was 0.12 m above mean lower low water, being about 10 cm lower than the predicted tide. On 21 March 2018 at noon local time, the actual water level was 0.34 m, being within 5 cm from the predicted values.

Figure 11 shows satellite images from yeardays 242 (30 August 2017), 245, and 248 during the Hurricane Harvey event. Only yearday 242 still featured elevated water levels in Freeport and somewhat larger offshore waves (Figs. 4 and 5). However, it should be noted that the measured offshore waves were mostly directed offshore at that time (Fig. 5). The satellite image from yearday 242 clearly shows a large amount of suspended sediments in the water. The beach width is narrow (0-7 m) in front of the seawall in the area of interest. It should furthermore be noted that a clearer morphology may not be visible due to the murkiness of the water from suspended sediments. The evolution of a thin runnel close to the seawall (0-4 m) and a partially less well-developed ridge appear visible. Some wave breaking is visible about 35 m from the seawall.

On yearday 245, the day prior to the visit of the GEER team, a well-defined ridge-runnel is visible with a beach width of 0-4 m, a runnel width of 3-10 m, and some wave breaking at the offshore edge of the ridge at a distance of ~ 25 m from the seawall. Imagery may suggest a second ridge at a distance of ~ 50 m from the offshore edge of the clearly visible ridge.
Figure 10. Google Earth satellite imagery from the area of interest at Surfside Beach well prior to and post Hurricane Harvey (Google Earth 2018a-c for panels A, B, and C, respectively).
Figure 11. Satellite imagery from the area of interest at Surfside Beach. Images were displayed in Google Earth. Panel A) Yearday 242, collected by Pleiades 1 with an image resolution of 50 cm; Panel B) Yearday 245, collected by WorldView 3 with an image resolution of 30 cm; Panel C) Yearday 248, collected by WorldView 2 with an image resolution of 50 cm.
On yearday 248, the runnel is still visible. However, a decrease in width and a loss in height of the ridge seems to be indicated by the image. Again, assuming that imagery was collected around noon local time, some minor differences in water level must be expected (Fig. 4).

Figure 12 shows a satellite image from yearday 250, displaying clearly increased wave action. Nevertheless, the runnel seemed to be sustained during these wave conditions, and wave breaking closest to the shore appeared to occur along the previous location of the ridge. A second line of wave breaking appeared to be co-located with the previous second ridge. These observations may also be compared to the evolution and destruction of a shore-parallel bar system (e.g., as noted in Lippmann et al. 1989, Shand et al. 2001).

Figure 12. Satellite image from the area of interest collected on yearday 250 by KOMPSAT-2 with a resolution of 1 m.

Scour Analysis and Discussion

Different mechanisms can lead to the development of the observed scour pattern. Assuming that longshore variability of the observed morphology was minor, the observations can be simplified to a two-dimensional beach-runnel-ridge system with potentially the formation of a second ridge. It may also be argued that this can be described as a nearshore sand bar system. However, the trough or runnel seems to be deeper and more developed than the accumulation of sediment at a well-defined narrow bar. For that reason, observations are considered rather indicative of a scour runnel-ridge system resulting from the interaction of waves with the seawall. The performed EFA tests clearly indicated that the abundant sediments are highly erodible and easily subject to erosion during an extreme event.

Sumer and Fredsoe (2002) depicted different flow processes leading to two-dimensional scour at seawalls: wave breaking near the wall, wave breaking on the wall, wave reflection, and overtopping of the seawall. News outlets presented video footage from Surfside Beach from yearday 237 with no visible overtopping of the seawall, but rather waves breaking offshore of the beach house structures (Fig. 13). While the video footage provided limited images of the beach, it suggested that wave breaking on the wall and overtopping of the seawall were unlikely. Even wave breaking near the seawall seems unlikely based on the video footage, the shallow water conditions, and an overall flat nearshore slope. Therefore, wave reflection after initial wave breaking may be a likely mechanism. Sumer and Fredsoe (2002) depicted that in the case of a rubble-mound breakwater and dominant bedload transport, sediment deposition (formation of a ridge) occurs at the nodes of a standing wave resulting from wave reflection. Nodes and antinodes (i.e., runnel and ridge) have a distance of a quarter of a wave length, and in the case of a sloped rubble-mound wall the first antinode in contact with the wall is practically located on the sloped surface of the seawall. This means the seawall slope impacts the location of the runnels and ridges. Furthermore, sediment suspension changes the organization pattern. However, dominant near-bed transport may be an acceptable assumption, considering the shallow water depth. Another impact on the ridge-runnel profile is wave irregularity, which also likely contributed to the longshore variability in addition to some minor local variations in seawall slope.
A simple assessment of the central runnel to central ridge distance from the WorldView 2 image on yearday 245 was attempted, leading to an estimated distance of 7-12 m. Keeping in mind the irregularity of the waves and the fact that here the water depth is significantly smaller than the incident wave height, Sumer and Fredsoe (2000) suggested a rather distorted bed profile with a narrower and deeper runnel and wider ridge, which aligns with our observations.

Both scour assessment expressions shown in Equations 1 and 2 were tested. The following parameters were used: $H_0 = 7$ m on yearday 238 and $H_0 = 3$ m on yeardays 239-243; $T = 11$ s on yearday 238 and $T = 8$ s on yeardays 239-243; $h_w$ ranging from 0.1-1.5 m, an estimated beach slope of 5°, and a grain size of 0.2 mm. The deep-water wave length was calculated using the dispersion relationship. Results using Equation 1 are shown in Figure 14. Figure 14 also depicts the relationship between $h_w/L_0$ within the tested range of $h_w$, showing that the conditions lie within the applicable range of $-0.011 < h_w/L_0 < 0.045$ for Equation 1 by Fowler (1992). The scour depth is clearly over-predicted (about ten times deeper than observed; Fig. 14 right). Equation 2 led to even larger over-predictions. This is not surprising, as these expressions were developed for vertical wall seawalls, breaking waves, and the associated scour at the seawall. Also, these expressions do not take into account the irregularity of the waves, amongst other limitations. Sumer and Fredsoe (2000) suggested a relationship between the angle of the sloped rubble-mound seawall, the ratio of water depth over wave length $h/L$, and the ratio of scour depth and wave height $S/H$. Assuming $0.05 \leq h/L \leq 0.1$ (for example, 1 m in water depth and 20 m in wave length), and a slope of 30-40°, $S/H$ equals 0.1-0.7. To generate a scour depth of 30 cm, wave heights between 0.4-7 m would be needed, being well within the possible range.
Observations and a limited analysis of the beach morphology of Surfside Beach, Texas, after landfall of the 2017 Hurricane Harvey are presented. The results suggested that a noticeable and well-shaped scour runnel and ridge formed in line with the theory and laboratory studies of scour in front of seawalls and breakwaters. Lessons learned include that the scour depths of even less than half a meter may have contributed to the displacement of single boulders of the seawall. While this does not represent major damage, it requires attention with regard to the weak spots when planning for future extreme events. The observations also showed that a combination of site visit (rapidly after the event) and remotely sensed data during the event enables a more comprehensive analysis of the geomorphologic processes. Particularly, satellite-based data can provide information when access to the site is still difficult/dangerous or when investigators may cause an obstruction for first responders. Site visits should be conducted as early as is feasible to avoid large changes of morphology in response to calmer conditions. Finally, a simplified analysis of scour depth confirmed that expressions developed for vertical seawalls and regular breaking waves indeed overpredict the scour depth by orders of magnitude. However, data provided by Sumer and Fredsoe (2000) for rubble-mound breakwaters seemed to provide a reasonable range of values. As in this case, the distance of the scour runnel to the seawall seemed to have a larger potential impact on seawall damage than scour depth. There seems to be a need for expressions to predict not only scour depth but also distance from the seawall more accurately, particularly for a shallow water scenario where the seawall represents the most onshore end of a beach. In general, it should also be highlighted that the seawall in Surfside performed well overall, and experienced limited impacts from this severe event. This is also likely associated with the fact that storm surge and waves were not as severe as they have been in past events, but they may be more severe in future events.
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